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1. INTRODUCTION

We know by experience that it is difficult, if not impossible, to predetermine long time in

advance the decommissioning date for a complex system, such as a nuclear reactor. It is for this

reason that the authorization issued to EDF by the safety authorities is not limited in time. However, it

is important, especially in France where the nuclear capacity is extensively standardized, to reassess

penodically the safety of each plant in order to anticipate equipment operating limits sufficiently in

advance and ensure that their replacement can be satisfactorily carried out.

The basic problem is to demonstrate that the safety of operating nuclear units remains at a

satisfactory level. This implies ascertaining that the "real" unit in operation is behaving in the same

way as the "model" unit, which is the outcome of the design studies and the associated safety

analysis.

Discussions on plant and/or equipment aging often include several relatively different notions.

First ot all. normal wear problems, which are generally well known and identified. The manufacturers

and/or departments responsible for equipment qualification are particularly well acquainted with these

aspects (Chapter 2). The second notion is more concerned with anomalies ascribed initially to design

error and later to premature aging.

It is extremely difficult to determine means of detecting all defects, especially in equipment

which is not in permanent use. All that can be done is to develop several interacting approaches,

based on observation of equipment and performances.

Modifications in plant unit operation, as evidenced by routine tests, in-service inspections and

periodical outage programs and more generally by operating feedback, will constitute the basic data.

It is for this reason that early definition of a test and inspection strategy is indispensable for

standardized plants. This strategy must be defined so as to accommodate both safety and industrial

requirements, integrating the ultimate conviction that problems must be anticipated before they can

affect the entire plant population. IPSN thinking on this subject is presented in Chapter 3.

This concern to forestall problems is to be found in practically all safety analyses, especially

those performed following identification of anomalies on equipment.

The task of the safety authorities in this context is to anticipate equipment behaviour and

ensure that the operators are capable of detecting potential problems and that the manufacturers are

in a position to replace faulty equipment. The most significant example is the problem of steam

generator replacement and the discussions as to whether their replacement on a given site should be

anticipated in order to check the capability of the industrial firms concerned to complete this operation

on several units within a reasonable period of time. For some, steam generator replacement was well

within the capability of the industrial firms. The decision would therefore be based on economic

criteria, with acceptance of the principle that tubes are correctly inspected and any suspected of being

unsafe are plugged. For others, it was important to demonstrate sufficiently beforehand that the
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operation could be efficiently carried out and to improve the methodology before generalisation [1].

This aspect of the problem is dealt with in Chapter 4.

Finally, a component of any anticipation strategy is analysis of events taking place in other

countries and the programs elaborated to deal with them.

However, in addition to checking plant compliance with the safety practices defined when the

plant was designed, reactor safety should be periodically reassessed in the light of more recent safety

practices. This approach should not be perceived as the automatic retroactive application of present

practice to former reactors but as an opportunity for systematic examination of existing differences in

order to decide whether improvements are required.

The French approach comprises three main stages involving the drafting and analysis of end-

result reports:

when plant units are commissioned and the final safety report is examined, the first

type of end-result report is analyzed. It is compiled on a site by site basis and

enables plant unit behaviour and condition to be appraised ten years after issue of

the authorization decree. Analysis of this report is a prerequisite for putting plants

into commercial operation.

Every two years, the behaviour of all PWR units is analyzed. The purpose is to

present a summary of incidents and problems encountered, indicating related

developments and the general lessons to be learned. This is known as the

operating feedback examination.

Finally, in view of the considerable enhancement of know-how since the first units

were designed, the safety authorities deem that the safety of older plants should be

reassessed. These safety reassessments are motivated by the need to take stock

of safety issues in the units concerned after several years of operation and notably

in the light of operating feedback.

This safety reassessment gives rise to an overall decision regarding the safety level of the

reactor and definition of improvements where required. The latter aspect is discussed in Chapter 6.
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2. AGING STUDIES AND TESTS

2.1 Qualification tests

Identifying and understanding operating capacity degradation phenomena is a safety problem

to be addressed at the very outset of nuclear power plant design studies.

The qualification programs, devised to demonstrate the functional capability of equipment,

are the first step in complying with regulatory requirements.

The qualification sequences always start with "aging" tests. Since an accident could occur

towards the end of a plant's service life, it is essential to make sure that component aging could not '

compromise the functional capability of the safety systems and the emergency systems provided to ,

manage such situations and limit environmental consequences.

During the aging tests, component damage must be representative of that occurring over 40

years of plant operation, which is the life span conventionally considered.

The aging tests are based on bounding case values for the physical parameters

representative of the operating conditions considered.

It is thus considered that:

bounding case ambient conditions for an area affect all components located therein

bounding case values for mechanical and thermal stresses induced by a fluid are

sustained by all components of the system carrying this fluid.

Owing to the standardization of French nuclear units and operating procedures and the fact

that there is only one operating utility, these physical parameters are easy to define and the number of

aging test sequences is minimized.

However stringent may be the definition and performance of these tests, they cannot simulate

actual component aging.

In particular, the representativeness of these tests is limited by the following factors:

it is not possible to check a complete system in the test facilities and all the physical

parameters involved in aging phenomena cannot be simulated simultaneously. The

tests are sequential, with the result that synergistic effects are only partially

accounted for

test time requirements could be excessive and acceleration laws have to be

extrapolated to demonstrate the technological limits of certain components.

1 i
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Despite these limitations, the data derived from aging tests is vitally important. It is notably

used for:

monitoring component properties at different stages in accelerated aging and

identifying those which are more sensitive to particular phenomena

constituting a data base on foreseeable component behaviour, which can

subsequently be used in conjunction with operating feedback to prepare component

maintenance programs

- eliminating components unsuited to planned operating conditions.

2.2 Research and development

Other possible early detection methods are notably afforded by research and development.

Part of the work carried out by the CEA Nuclear Protection and Safety Institute (IPSN) is devoted to

revealing possible modifications in nuclear reactor materials under the combined effects of time,

temperature and irradiation.

The R & D program currently being implemented by the IPSN is collaboration with various

specialized CEA departments is focussed on three main fields [2]:

reactor coolant system materials

polymer-based materials and electrical components [3]

- surfacing and paintwork used inside PWR containments.

Programs aimed at enhancing knowledge of aging mechanisms in the context of in-

containment environmental conditions include investigation of long term cable behaviour. Extensive

laboratory research over a period of more than ten years on cable polymers under nuclear conditions

has provided considerable insight into their behaviour when subjected to high temperatures and high

irradiation dose rates (3 Gy/s and more).

Since 1982, IPSN has been engaged in validation work in this context, based on observation

of aging mechanisms under low dose rate conditions. The VEILLE program, implemented jointly with

US-NRC. is aimed at validating aging hypotheses and developing early detection criteria for damage

liable to lead to failures.

2.3 In situ equipment aging

Whatever the qualification test program adopted, uncertainties remain as to how equipment

actually behaves. What is essential is to be able to check that equipment does not age more or faster

than estimated at the time of the qualification tests. For example, it is well known that aging tests

* \
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performed to qualify components are not entirely representative. This is the case for the cable

embrrttlement tests, where required effects are obtained in laboratories using high dose rates which

differ from those observed in situ under operating conditions.

it consequently seems of the utmost importance to develop a specific special test program

which would be undergone by safety-related equipment withdrawn from service after having acquired

a significant degree of "natural" aging.

Two programs are currently being defined. The first concerns the expert assessment of

steam generator No. 3 from the Dampierre-1 unit and the second, equipment from the Chooz A unit

which was decommissioned at the end of 1991.

3. MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTIONS

3.1 Periodic tests

The purpose of the periodic tests is to demonstrate the capability of all safety-related

equipment to fulfil the function assigned to it. under all specified conditions. The periodic test program

defined by EDF was submitted for analysis by IPSN and approval by the safety authorities.

The IPSN analysis, which began in 1983 on the 900 MWe PWR series, is presently about

95% complete. Work is continuing on a few points still requiring justification.

The periodic test program comprises inspections and routine operating tests, performed

* * , throughout plant lifetime, in accordance with predetermined arrangements as to periodicity and-

conditions and using normal operating equipment. The purpose of these tests is to confirm the

availability and satisfactory behaviour of safety-related equipment and systems.

The periodic test is a functional test concerning all or part of a safety function. For each test,

the actions to be performed, their chronological order and the criteria to be respected are specified on

a worksheet. Particular care must be taken for the tests program of safety-related equipment which is

not in service under normal operating conditions of the plant.

In compliance with a request from the safety authorities, Electricité de France undertook an

analysis of the exhaustiveness of the periodic test program for 900 and 1300 MWe PWR unit safety- ,

related systems. The methodology adopted by Electricité de France for this purpose consisted in

performing a system by system analysis, involving the following stages for each system:

identification of possible operating configurations and the transition processes

between them (normal operation, accident conditions, shut-down conditions)

determination of the safety criteria associated with each configuration
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listing of components involved for each configuration (pumps, valves, etc.) and

identification of penalizing cases (opening under maximum pressure conditions,

closing under maximum flowrate conditions, etc.)

definition of appropriate tests and their periodicity.

The texts elaborated by Electricité de France were submitted to the safety authority. After

analysis by the IPSN, these documents were approved by the DSIN (Directorate for the Safety of

Nuclear Installations), this ratification being accompanied, when necessary, with additional requests or

instructions. The requirements set out in these texts are summarized in tables included in the

technical operating specifications (RGE). These tables may now undergo no further modification

without the prior approval of the Director for the Safety of Nuclear Installations. The exhaustiveness

analysis implemented concerned test principles. Electricité de France moreover used these

documents defining principles to draft texts which would be directly applicable on the plant sites, in the '

form of periodic test worksheets.

3.2 Ten-yearly tests

During a ten-yearly outage, it has to be decided whether it is necessary to undertake further

full functional system tests, in connection with safety reassessment concerns, over and above the

normal periodic and restartup tests.

The IPSN felt that advantage should be taken of the special conditions associated with the

ten-yearly outage to envisage performance of different types of tests, in accordance with the following

pnnciples:

startup tests, which had not been performed initially on the first units of the série, but

had been performed subsequently on the oldest units, in compliance with more

recent requirements

full system tests on certain safety functions which, although validated at unit startup,

had not been repeated since. These tests would be a means of ensuring that safety

criteria were respected for systems not in use during normal operation (notably the

Safety Injection System and the Containment Spray System) and not covered by the

periodic test program. These systems may have deteriorated with time, owing to

natural aging or to field work related to modifications or maintenance operations

validation tests on certain incident or accident procedures.

It is to be noted that acceptance criteria for such tests could only be defined on the basis of

the reference safety studies, which means that these studies have to be reassessed. This is

particularly the case for the last two categories of tests.

The approach adopted by IPSN has been to consider that all parameter values utilized in
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accident analysis must be verified, either during requalifications subsequent to modifications, or during

periodic tests, or during tests performed under conditions as close as possible to normal operating

conditions for the system considered.

3.3 Maintenance programs

Owing to the standardization policy adopted for French PWR's. EDF was able to define a

plant unit maintenance program applicable to a large number of components.

The EDF maintenance programs cover:

maintenance of equipment in permanent use, which is subject to intensive wear and

has to be refurbished from time to time

non-destructive tests on safeguard equipment which should not deteriorate. These

tests are designed to confirm that equipments are as new.

For equipment in the first of these two categories, the control mechanism is based on

operating records. The safety organizations proceed to periodical analysis of operating incidents and

appraise maintenance quality on the basis of operating results. In the case of equipment which never

or rarely operates, the suitability of basic maintenance programs cannot be based only on operating

feedback of the units and the maintenance program should be assess..

These maintenance programs are analyzed by IPSN using a procedure similar to that

adopted for the periodic tests:

Identification of the scope and limits of the function.

Requirements associated with the function and main qualification test results

obtained together with difficulties encountered.

Periodic tests already planned.

Examination of reported incidents and nonconformances.

Bibliographical research on operating feedback and aging in equivalent equipment.

Investigation of the cover guaranteed by the periodic tests and inspection and/or

maintenance operations. Identification of equipment inadequately monitored, in

whole or in part, and proposal of additional tests and inspections.

3.4 Ten-yearly inspections

Fessenheim-1. commissioned in 1977. was the first of the 34 900 MWe PWR units to
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undergo a complete inspection after ten years of operation, as provided for in French regulatory

practice. This unit outage was consequently the subject of particular attention on the part of both the

utility. EDF and the safety organizations.

In addition to the permanent in-service surveillance performed (continuous monitoring of

primary fluid activity, inspection of fuel assemblies at each refuelling operation, continuous recording

of the primary system and containment leak rates, periodic tightness inspections on containment

penetration isolation valves, etc.). the condition of the containment barriers is closely inspected during

the ten-yearly inspections.

French regulations stipulate that the main primary system hydrotest must be periodically

repeated and that the interval between two such tests must not exceed ten years. These regulations

also specify that each such hydrotest shall be accompanied by an overall inspection of the entire

system.

The ten-yearly outages consequently provide an opportunity for extensive inspection of the

mam pnmary system and notably the vessel.

Advantage is also taken of the ten-yearly outage to perform a containment building pressure

test (for 24 hours, at a pressure of 4 bar rel.), which provides a means of assessing both the

mechanical behaviour of the containment, as revealed by the dynamic testing devices installed, and its

leaktightness, as indicated by measurement of the leak rate through its wall.

Attention is drawn to the excellent results obtained during the Fessenheim-1 ten-yearly

inspection, since the hydrotests and containment pressure test complied with requirements at the

initial trials and the other inspection results proved satisfactory. Similarly, the servicing and testing of

safety-related equipment evidenced no major nonconformance. The conclusions reached following

this inspection were thus unlikely to lead to recommendations for basic changes to be made to the

surveillance strategy for the 900 MWe PWR unit structures and equipment.

But. insofar as tests performed during periodic inspections can never be exhaustive, these

provisions are supplemented by discussions presently proceeding between the utility and the safety

organizations, aimed at determining whether complementary tests are necessary in connection with

optimization of early detection of aging.

Examination of system components and piping shows that certain parts of the installations,

considered as being "unli

kely to be affected by plausible degradations" are not tested. But the safety function involved may be

extremely important (e.g. safety injection system manifold). Moreover, operating feedback shows that

degradation sometimes occurs in unexpected places.

Tests and checks based on a priori identification of potential damage and operating feedback

could prove inadequate for early detection purposes, but it is extremely difficult to define a test and

J
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check program tor the identification of unknown degradation modes.

The objective of the time being is to define an approach ensuring the efficiency of

surveillance provisions for the Tiain safety-related systems. Definition of tests and checks in this

context should be notably based on appraisal of the damage mechanisms likely to affect the systems

but for components very important for safety, sample tests have to be performed.

3.5 Results utilization

Significant incidents which occur in French nuclear power plants are systematically analyzed,

particularly with a view to detecting incidents which, in slightly different circumstances, could give rise

to serious incidents or accidents, and those of a generic nature, which could affect simultaneously a

large number of plants.

For example, following the jamming of a control rod assembly at Gravelines. due to the

breakage of one of the fuel rods, EDF and the safety organizations were confronted with a case of

faster wear than anticipated for these fuel rods under certain conditions, whence the importance of

developing suitable inspection methods, obtaining as quickly as possible all relevant information on

the causes and kinetics of these wear phenomena and providing for the short term replacement of all

900 MWe PWR unit control rod assemblies. In these circumstances, EDF had to call on specialized

manufacturers world-wide to deal with the situation. The utmost vigilance is consequently

indispensable (the Gravelines incident was preceded by a similar occurrence at Dampierre, a few

months beforehand).

Nonconformances discovered during periodic tests or in the course of inspections are, of

course, systematically analyzed with a view to acquiring additional insight into the equipment"

concerned. However, the question often arises as to the degree of severity of damage observed

during periodic tests or maintenance operations and its impact on the associated safety function: with

the damage observed, would the equipment have been able to function if this had been required?

Experience shows that it is often extremely difficult to get the specialists to express an unequivocal

opinion as to the degree to which a safety function is impaired. Much has still to be done in this

respect.

The periodic test programs already elaborated constitute an efficient tool with respect to

aging control, but this program could be considerably more effective if greater emphasis are placed on

the practical utilization of results obtained.

In this connection, the operators should stave their opinion on the observed reliability of safety

functions. To allow for this, a methodology must be found allowing the equipment specialists to

express their opinions in statistical form. This could only be done on an interacting two-part basis

involving both statisticians and experts.

Something similar has already been organized in the EDF plants, with the use of the
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Reliability Data Acquisition System. In addition, safety function reliability indicators are periodically

compared with the limiting conditions of operation (LCO) authorized by the technical specifications.

IPSN has developed methods in order to assess the effect of preventive maintenance on the

safety of a mechanical system subject to premature aging [4],

Two projects are under development at EDF:

the Optimization of Maintenance by Reliability: this program should enable

optimization of preventive maintenance strategies of the component,

the SG Maintenance Probabilistic Study: this concerns a theoretical model based

on operating feedback data backed up by studies or tests. Its purpose is to quantify

the exact weight of the maintenance action on the probability of occurrence of a

steam generator tube break in a context reflecting the condition of the tubes.

4. INDUSTRIAL PROBLEMS

The present document must include mention of the EDF "life span" project, details on which

will be given in another paper. The main preliminary results are summarized below. The

instrumentation and control system life span is estimated at 25 years, mainly for industrial

obsolescence reasons.

A CRDM 40-year life span is not guaranteed. Their replacement has been taken into

account.

As regards operating mode. EDF has reached the conclusion that the equipment is able to

withstand load follow and frequency control transients for at least 40 years.

< J
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5. SAFETY REASSESSMENT

Safety reassessments of the oldest plants constitute the third stage in the safety examination

procedures set up by the French safety authorities. As regards power reactor plants, this type of

examination, which began with analysis of the revision of the Chinon A2 and A3 safety documents in

1978. concerned the tallowing plants:

1

Reactor

Chinon A2

Chinon A3

Chooz A

: St Laurent A1

, St Laurent A2

! Bugey 1

Phénix

Grid connection in

1965

1966

1967

1969

1971

1972

1973

Reassessed in

July 1978

June 1983 - February 1984

April 1983

April 1984

April 1985-July 1986

November 1984 - January 1988

April 1986

The above analyses were motivated by the need for safety reassessment in the units

concerned after several years of operation, with no particular reference to a specific safety problem

revealed, for instance, by operating feedback.

Safety in these units had obviously already been examined many times, notably when

incidents occurred, in the general framework of integration of operating feedback. But these

examinations were focussed on specific aspects and lacked the overall character inherent In the

reassessment approach.

In 1987, it was decided to undertake a safety reassessment oi the 1irst 900 MWe PWR units

at Fessenheim (2 units) and Bugey (4 units). Although these six units are not strictly identical, they

have a large number of similar features (they are even called the "CPO series") and differ from the 28

units of the CP1-CP2 900 MWe PWR series by certain design characteristics. This work is still

proceeding, but is scheduled for completion at the end of 1992. However, sufficient progress has

been made for this example to be discussed in some detail.

CPO unit safety reassessment was undertaken on the basis of the following objectives:

1. i
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From the general stand-point, safety reassessment should be based on a dual approach. In

the first place, the current safety level of the reactor must be compared with that adopted as the

reference tor the initial design studies. This comparison will provide a means of appraising any

degradation of the reactor which may have occurred since the initial startup and of identifying any

reactor weak points which had not been fully analyzed at the time of the initial studies. Reference to

operating feedback is indispensable to this approach.

Reactor safety must then be re-examined in the light of the most recent safety practice.

Implementation of this approach should not imply the automatic retroactive application of present

practice to the reactor considered but should involve systematic examination of all existing differences

m order to decide whether remedial action is necessary. In the case of Fessenheim and Bugey. the

reference used is the end of the 900 MWe series condition.

The outcome of a safety reassessment must be an overall opinion expressed by the

operating utility on the safety level of the reactor considered together with definition of any

improvements to be made. This conclusion shall comprise a document presenting:

the discrepancies between the installations and the above reference

the consequences of these discrepancies on the safety level

the corrective actions deemed necessary and a schedule for their implementation.

Finally, a safety reassessment may not conclude simply with the formulation of an opinion as

to the current safety conditions of the reactor considered. A decision must also be reached with

regard to maintaining the safety level of this reactor during the rest of its service life, with identification

notably of the safety problems which, according to the analyses performed, would be likely to arise

during the next ten years.

In order to carry through to a successful conclusion the comparison between the current

safety level and that adopted as the reference for the initial studies, it would however be necessary to

follow up the reassessment with a summary of ongoing generic problems.

Another difficulty arises from the continuous modification policy adopted for the PWR units.

When the safety reassessment process is undertaken, a certain number of modifications have not yet

been made, although this was decided, in principle, as part of bringing the Fessenheim and Bugey

units up to the standard CP1-CP2.

The required level corresponds to that achieved after completion of the post-TMl

modifications, with inclusion of the complementary situations and operating feedback on PWR units in

general and on the Fessenheim and Bugey sites in particular. The process of bringing the units up to

standard (reworking) should essentially make it possible to verify that operating feedback

recommendations and the CP1-CP2 modifications decided on were actually carried into effect, as and

when necessary at Fessenheim and Bugey. From this stand-point, these programs are a good way of
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attaining, at least in part, one of the safety reassessment objectives, consisting in ascertaining that

optimized know-how, notably due to operating feedback, has been put to good use on the CPO units.

Safety reassessment and reworking are complementary processes, the former basically

ratifying the results obtained by the latter. However, attention is drawn to the fact that despite the

modifications decided on today, the main initial design differences between Fessenheim. Bugey and

the CP1-CP2 units will persist.

A list of the reassessment topics adopted is appended. It may be noted that this list is similar

in content to the plan of safety analysis reports, reflecting the need for an extremely thorough

examination which will not be restricted to subjects already under investigation by EDF and the safety

authorities.

— 6. CONCLUSIONS

As regards the periodic tests and maintenance, it should be emphasized that the work

undertaken in recent years has provided a basis for a coherent program. However, the analyses

undertaken m the context of the Fessenheim ten-yearly outage revealed that there are still portions of

piping subjected to no NDT checks. Possibilities in this field have to be defined, notably with regard to

the equipments which must exceptionally be inspected (on a sample basis).

Periodic test results are compared with acceptability criteria, enabling a decision to be

reached as to whether the equipment inspected is capable of assuring the function assigned to it. With

a view to optimizing early detection efficiency, indicators have been installed, notably for the safeguard

% systems, where the most penalizing operating conditions correspond to reactor accident situations and -

consequently do not benefit from directly utilizable operating feedback.

The next section concerns equipment or functions the satisfactory condition of which cannot

be checked in the course of periodic tests and/or routine maintenance. In such cases, safety is

demonstrated by means of calculations, qualification tests or on the basis of the simple conviction that

no detrimental changes are to be feared. It is important to ascertain, after a certain time, that design

basis assumptions are not called into question by equipment aging. The practical indications to be

derived from examination of equipment aged under normal plant operating conditions constitute an

important element in operating feedback. It could be of considerable interest to select certain

equipment from existing plants and/or decommissioned reactors and subject it to tests similar to the

qualification tests to ascertain whether it could fulfil its function under accident conditions.

Studies and tests should be developed with a view to better understanding the aging

mechanisms which affect the functional capability of equipment. Work should be undertaken to

identify the representative characteristics of aging in each type of equipment. Methods should be

elaborated for the on-line checking of functional capability.

1 i
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Finally, certain operations imply preparation in advance, either because they require tools

and techniques which it takes time to develop or because they concern a large number ot

components. It would appear appropriate to organize discussion on the "plausible disorders" affecting

safety-related equipment or components the repair or replacement of which could involve industrial

problems. Such circumstances could lead to a situation extremely difficult to manage if the failures

observed were such as to make it unwise to leave the plants in operation without restriction. Sensitive

equipment has been listed in the context of the EdF life span project. Studies are proceeding on the

feasibility of replacing this equipment and for the development of alternative solutions.

The safety reassessment policy implemented in France is a means of ensuring that no

important point has been overlooked in the continuous safety reassessment process constituted by the

integration of operating feedback. It also provides an opportunity for reappraisal of the basic design of

a plant and examination of discrepancies between the safety options prevailing when it was built and

those currently adopted. After a ten-year operating period, safety reassessment should enable

identification of aging effects on structures and equipment, leading to improvement of component

servicing and surveillance programs and provision for replacements which could be necessary.

The analysis must be as thorough as possible. This can be ensured by basing it on a list of

reassessment topics to be dealt with. However, unless the installation could be modified to bring it

exactly into line with the most recent safety practices used as a reference, which would seem highly

improbable, an overall opinion has to be formulated on its safety level and on the necessity for

modifications or improvements to equipment reliability or the in-service quality level. Depending on

the nature of the questions raised, it could be decided to resort to local improvements or to implement

a more radical solution, such as reinforcing the defence in depth, which is the backbone of plant unit

safety justification.

The conclusions on the Fessenheim and Bugey safety reassessment will be drafted at the

end of 1992 when most of the relevant studies have been completed.
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APPENDIX

LIST OF REASSESSMENT TOPICS

TOPIC

1: EXTERNALHAZARDS

1 a point 1 : Site seismicity

1 a point 2: Seismic instrumentation

1 a point 3: Earthquake "event"

1 b: Industrial environment and transit of dangerous products

1 c: Extremely cold climatic conditions

1d: Plane crashes

1e: Floods, "wind and show" rules

1 f point 1 : Fessenheim site

1f point 2: Loyettes site development for Bugey

TOPIC 2: INTERNAL HAZARDS

2a: Fire

2b: Internal floods

2c: Pipe breaks and cracks

2d: Internal missiles

TOPIC 3: SAFEGUARD SYSTEMS

3a: Auxiliary feedwater system (ASG)

3b: Containment spray system (EAS)

3c: Safety injection system (RIS)

3d: Raw water and essential service water systems (SEB, SEC)

TOPIC 4: INTERNALS

4a: In-core instrumentation system (RIC)

4b: Internal equipment

TOPIC 5: MAIN PRIMARY SYSTEM

5a: Situation accounting records

5b point 1 : Supporting elements

5b points 2 and 3: Dead legs and thermal sleeves

5c point 1 : SG tubes - SG condition

5c point 2: SG tubes - SG replacement

5d: Underclad cracking

i
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TOPIC 6: SECONDARY SYSTEM

6a: Main feedwater system (ANG)

6b: Steam lines

6c: Main steam lines and atmospheric bypass lines

6d: SQ blow-down line

TOPIC 7: AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

7a:
7b:
7c:

7d:

7e:

7f:

7g:
7h:
7i:

7j:

TOPIC 8:

Residual heat removal system (RRA)

Handling equipment

Waste systems

Reactor cavity and spent fuel pit cooling and treatment

system (PTR)

Chemical and volume control system (RCV) and water

makeup system

Internal electrical sources

Switchboards

Radiation protection channels

Instrument compressed air distribution system

Containment isolation systems

CONTAINMENT

8a: Ventilation

8b: Containment: water level surveillance shaft

8c: Containment and safeguard of reactor building under accident conditions:

containment atmosphere monitoring system (ETY), nuclear island vent and drain system

TOPIC 9: INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL

9a: Logic, process control

9b: Equipment and components

9c: Control desks

TOPIC 10: ACCIDENTSTUDIES

10a: General rules for accident studies

10b: Accidents to be re-analyzed

10c: Beyond design basis accidents

10d: Reactor pit pressurization

i ..: .à
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TOPIC 11: GENERALOPERATINGRULES

11a: Accident procedures

11b: Periodic tests

TOPIC 12: GENERALPRINCIPLES

12a: Regulatory documents

12b: Equipment classification

12c: Post-TMl actions

12d: Equipment qualification under accident conditions

12e: Tests performed during ten-yearly outages

12f: Reference radiological situation

12g: Reference documentation
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